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Teaching Applications: exploring The
Devil Wears Prada
On the surface, The Devil Wears Prada is a
slick production satirically portraying the irony
of ugly operations and management in the
beauty industry. The film explores tensions
and misinterpretations between inner and
physical beauty. The film can therefore be
used as a tool to analyse and reflect on these
issues and others. For example:
!"The tension between inner and physical
beauty. – Through the main characters,
Miranda and Andy, the film explores
the tensions between inner and
physical beauty. The plot traces Andy’s
transformation from an emphasis on
inner beauty to the heightened value of
artificial physical beauty and back again.
Meanwhile, Miranda Priestly, void of an
inner beauty represents dominance,
success and superiority, primarily through
her knowledge of physical beauty. The
characters provide different insights
into the constructed tension between
physical and inner beauty. On one hand,
we have Miranda, choosing the physical

Andy soon realises that if she
is to make the most of this
opportunity, regardless of her
dedication and talent, she will
need to sell her soul to the
devil
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over the emotional. On the other, Andy
attempts to balance her identity through
her constructed physical beauty at the
expense of her personal integrity. When
exploring this tension, students may
consider questions such as: How is inner
and physical beauty managed by the
characters? Can or should there be a
balance? Who is beautiful? Why and how
are they beautiful?
!"A satirical view of beauty, produced by
an industry obsessed with beauty. – The
Devil Wears Prada presents a satirical
view of a fashion industry obsessed with
beautiful people and beautiful clothes. At
the same time, the film industry which
produced this satirical portrait shares
that very same obsession. Or are both
industries simply catering to consumer
demand, and we the consumers are
obsessed with images of beauty? The film
adheres to popular cultural assumptions
of beauty as being defined by physical
appearance. After all, isn’t that the basis
for the multitude of multimillion dollar
industries in the fields of high fashion
and film? The characters, setting and
production values are sharp and clean
- reflecting the inherent value of beauty
by the absence of non-beauty. This is
further reinforced by costume design
and make-up as Anne Hathaway’s
supposed absence of beauty is presented
as a novelty. Students could explore
representations of beauty in the film,
considering their satirical nature in contrast
to perceptions of beauty in other social
contexts.
!" The illusion of physical beauty equating
to happiness and success. – Throughout
the film there are various examples of
physical beauty equating to success and
happiness. We see the parallel between
beauty and success in Miranda, and other
‘Runway girls’, while Andy attempts to
become beautiful in order to guarantee
her success. As Miranda reflects on
her failed marriage, we see her in plain
clothes and without make-up, reinforcing
the connection between beauty and
happiness. It is Andy that destroys the

Outer beauty conquers her
identity when her inner beauty
is sold.
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illusion at the end of the film as she
successfully secures her dream job as a
New York journalist, despite returning to
her original wardrobe and apparent lack of
style. This illusion lends itself to classroom
explorations of the misconceptions
surrounding beauty and success within
and beyond the film.
Teaching Applications: beyond the film
Although The Devil Wears Prada can
be used as a key resource to investigate
representations, values and misconceptions of
beauty, it can also act as stimulus material to
investigate values and concepts beyond the
film. Options for exploration include:
!

A representation of physical
and inner beauty – The film is an
obvious launch pad for investigating
representations of both physical and inner
beauty in society. The film clearly defines
one interpretation of physical beauty
through the eye of Runway magazine. It
also uses the strengths of Andy to define
inner beauty and the value of integrity,
friendship and various aspects of a
desirable personality. Students could use
these examples to critique and explore
further definitions and understandings
of physical beauty. Options also exist
for students to create ‘a beautiful mind’
– defining what makes a person beautiful
on the inside. While the film may provide
a starting point for this investigation,
exploring additional characters, theories
and frameworks would assist students’
ability to reflect on their own perceptions
and definitions of physical and inner
beauty.

!" Exterior appearance defines identity
– Andy’s boyfriend claims “fashion is
not a utility, it is an identity”. Just as
physical appearance helps define the
identity of the characters in the film, so
too does appearance help define many
teenage subcultures. Students could be
encouraged to reflect and consider how
they define a person’s identity by their
physical appearance. As a response to
Andy’s transformation in the film, students
may also reflect on how they manipulate
their own physical appearance as an
expression of their identity. They could
consider ways in which they define
themselves and others based solely
on physical appearance. Furthermore,
students could consider how and why

The Devil Wears Prada
presents a satirical view of a
fashion industry obsessed with
beautiful people and beautiful
clothes. At the same time, the
lm industry which produced
this satirical portrait shares
that very same obsession
groups are valued or marginalised
based on appearance. This may lead
to a discussion on school uniforms as
‘identity silencers’. Do uniforms prevent an
expression of one’s identity? Encourage
students to explore the function of
uniforms in light of identity, beauty, and
image. How would Runway be different if
a corporate uniform were in place?
The Devil Wears Prada provides students
with many opportunities to reflect on their
own identities and values concerning beauty,
fashion, identity, integrity, sacrifice and
temptation. This film can be an ideal vehicle
to examine the unattractive side of ‘beauty’.
‘Tempted?
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